
Ani Dasgupta selected to be WRI's next
President & CEO
WRI's Board of Directors has named Anirudha (Ani)
Dasgupta as its next President and CEO. Dasgupta is a
highly respected leader sustainable cities, urban design and
poverty alleviation, and has been leading WRI's Cities
program for the past seven years. Read more

Welcome to DIGEST, WRI India’s monthly newsletter. This edition covers
May-June 2021 and features blogs and editorials written by our staff
members that provide unbiased and expert analysis, insights and commentary
on the latest and important issues concerning India’s natural resources,
environment, urban development and economy. Please connect with us
on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.

EDITORIALS

New working paper captures potential impact of corporate climate
action in India 
by Ashwini Hingne | Initiative for Climate Action Transparency

Mitigating climate impacts, one click at a time: Opportunities for e-
commerce in reducing emissions from urban freight 
by Faiza Solanki & Ramya MA | TERI - SUF Coalition

Greening last mile delivery through e-micro-mobility 
by Amit Bhatt & Jagriti Arora | Traffic Infra Tech

Spurring India's e-mobility aspirations
by Dr. Parveen Kumar, Leona Nunes & Madhav Pai | EMobility+

As the pandemic gets more Indians pedalling, what can cities do to
make streets safer for cyclists?
by Azra Khan & Tanushree Venkatraman | Scroll.in

Smart cities: The future of urbanisation in India
by Dr. OP Agarwal & Durga Shankar Mishra | The Economic Times

World Environment Day: Mainstreaming climate actions in
development agenda can boost infra resiliency
by Hitesh Vaidya, Prerna Mehta & Raina Singh | ET Government

Enabling planned & serviced land for affordable housing
by Rejeet Mathews | eGov

Ironing out policy hurdles for electric buses
by Aparna Vijaykumar & Pawan Mulukutla | ET Energyworld

TN well placed for clean energy transition
by Deepak Krishnan & Bharath Jairaj | The Hindu Business Line

Why electric rickshaws need better regulation in India

Operationalising Nature-based Solutions:
Innovative approaches to financing ecosystem
restoration
by Priya Narayanan & Jaya Dhindaw
Climate related disasters and inequities may push more
than 100 million people in developing countries below the
poverty by 2030. Read more

by Aparna Vijaykumar, Pawan Mulukutla & Karthikeyan
Hemalatha | DownToEarth

The UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration aims to prevent, halt and
reverse the degradation of ecosystems worldwide 
by Marie Duraisami | YourStory

The path to a hydrogen economy
by Dr. OP Agarwal, Ravi Pandit & Pawan Mulukutla | The Indian Express

Is 'carrying capacity' a relevant tool to ensure sustainable growth in
cities?
by Shrimoyee Bhattacharya & Jaya Dhindaw | The Economic Times

Bengaluru's ORR is not safe for pedestrians: Three ways to make it
better
by Akhila Suri | The News Minute

Public value as the new transport currency
by Jagriti Arora & Amit Bhatt | CNBC-TV18

India has made the right move on charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles
by Shyamasis Das & Chaitanya Kanuri | ET Energyworld

Why land restoration entrepreneurs should partner with
government programmes
by Kavita Sharma & Ashna Rustagi | YourStory

BLOGS

$

Five key design decisions for an e!ective
carbon market in India
by Varun Agarwal & Ashwini Hingne
Carbon markets are emerging as a popular choice for 
delivering cost-effective emissions reduction... Read more

Business model innovation to accelerate
e-car adoption in India
by Dr. Parveen Kumar & Anshika Singh
An improvement in the air quality was the only positive 
impact of the strict restrictions imposed in the wake of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Read more

As the pandemic gets more Indians pedalling,
what can cities do to make streets safer for
cyclists?
by Azra Khan & Tanushree Venkatraman
Cycling must become an organic part of long-term urban 
development plans and be integrated with various modes of 
public transport. Read more

IN THE NEWS

In climate-vulnerable Assam, solar power can help poor communities thrive  
East Mojo 

Master Plan of Delhi 2041
o Drop in private vehicle use, better last-mile transit in vision document

Hindustan Times
o Mobility to switch gears, app-based transport all set to take centre stage

The Times of India
o Delhi aspires to be a 24*7 city. But it needs to ramp up infra and safety

Hindustan Times

Ecosystems Restoration
o Knowledge-based proactive governance must for ecosystems restoration

Pakistan Observer
o Proactive governance urged for ecosystems restoration

The News

India Hydrogen Alliance
o India H2 Alliance expands its membership; major Indian steel player included

H2 View
o JSW Steel , CSIR-NCL, Scotland join India hydrogen alliance

PV Magazine
o Green hydrogen: MNRE mulls purchase obligations on fertiliser firms, refineries

Financial Express
o JSW Steel, CSIR-NCL, Scotland join 'India H2 Alliance'

Saur Energy International
o India and US launch a hydrogen task force in clean energy push

Business Standard

Mumbai's Climate Action Plan
o Mumbai to have its own climate action plan by October

Hindustan Times
o Mumbai to have its own climate plan by October 2021 ahead of the United

Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26)
The Second Angle

India bets on geothermal energy, green hydrogen for a carbon neutral Ladakh 
The Wire

On the occasion of World Environment Day, ISB and British Deputy High Commission,
Chandigarh jointly organised a business and policy dialogue on 'Climate Change and
Glaciers (YouTube link)
India Education Diary

Can you learn to breathe better 
Mint Lounge

G-7 leaders: International coal funding 'must stop now'
Politico E&E News

India may have lost 3% of its GDP due to global warming 
Hindustan Times

IIT-B researchers develop a low-cost way of extracting hydrogen from water 
Hindustan Times

Wheels in motion: You may hire e-bikes in Noida from next month 
The Times of India

BMC uses second wave traffic lull to make 3 junctions safe 
The Times of India
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'Innovation and entrepreneurship must serve society beyond profitability' - 30 quotes
from Indian startup journeys
YourStory

Indian EV industry applauds Gujarat's new EV policy
Business World

Maharashtra: New EV policy to bring in cut in prices, road tax
Hindustan Times

Self-contained neighbourhoods?
Deccan Herald
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